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The AOTV will make use of the atmosphere to provide braking
on return from a planetary mission or geosynchronous orbit. The
minimum altitude for aerobraking is typically 255,000 ft at the
equator (only the equatorial region is being considered for AOTV
braking). Time of the braking maneuver is typically 480 sec
from 400,000 ft to 255,000 ft and back out - about 8 min. The
problem is to design a control system that will be able to
handle density irregularities ("bumps") such as those that have
shown up in shuttle data near 280,000 ft. To obtain data, one
has to use model-produced statistics or information obtained
during the atmospheric transit time. The GRAM appears to
bracket the shuttle data, but it is not clear that the
statistics are correct. The model-data exhibits strong density
shears over small step size that are probably an artifact.
[Gamble] The shuttle entry itself, particularly in the region
where the trajectory is nearly horizontal, is a new data source
for middle atmosphere density. There is a new National Weather
Service (NWS) rocket program to study atmospheric density along
shuttle entry paths (M. Gellman).
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